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INTRODUCTION :

mo.ducoon"eldy:

A Points of view or opinions stated in this dom.
I, . mmt eo not necessary mmesmt officlaiNIE

In the previous paper (Reif & Heller, 1982) we proposed a.: position or policy

-

yrescriptive model specifying procedu'res and knowledge structures required

for good problem-solving performance in physics. We alsb outlined an

experimental method for testing such a model. We now describe in more

detail empirical work to test selected aspects of the proposed model.

In this experiment our primary interest was in evaluating the

proposed procedure.for constructing theoretical descriptions of mechanics

problems. The particular questions we addressed were: (1) Does the
1

procedure lead to explicit and correct descriptions of.the motion and

interaction of systems? (b) Do the resulting theoreticql descriptions

facilitate generation of correct constraint equations and, hence, correct

solutions to _the prOblems

In the following sections we describe the method, results, and impli-

cations of research to validate these parts of the proposed prescriptive

model.
"PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS
MATERIAL HAS BEEN GRANTED BY

TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)."
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2.

METHOD

The method me used to evaluate the proposed model was; ,to compare the

problem-solving performance of subjects working under different experi

mental conditions. The utility of the model was assessed by observing the

performance of subjects who were induced \ o work in accordance with the

model. These subjects were goided.through olutions:of problems by

externalcontrol directions'read to them by the experimenter according to'
,

a written script. By comparing the performance of subjects following these.

sets of directions with the performance of subjects working without external

guidance, the facilitating effects of the proposed procedures could be
,5

determined.

,Twd different version's of the external control directions were

developed, pne of which (the "modified model" version) consisted essentially

of a subset of the other (the "modal" version). The modified version was

developed to assess the importance of particular compOnents of the model:

If these components were necessary for good erformance; the performance

bf subjects guided by directions that did not include these components would

be expected to deteriorate in"predictable ways compared to the performance

of subjects guided by the full version.

The performance of three groups of subjects was compared in this -

study: a Model group (M) which.was induced .to solve mechanics problems in

accordance with the full version of the proposed problem- solving procedure;

a'Modified-Model group (M*) which was induced to work in accordance with

the less complete version of this procedure; and a Comparison group (C)

which solved problems without any external.guidance.



a.

Subjects

The subjects were 24 paid volunteers who were undergraduate students

currently enrolled in the second semester of an .introductory physics course

at the University of'California at Berkeley. The physics principles and

kinds of problems used in this study had been included in the
1%

first semester
--

of this course. Hence it could, be assumed that these subjects had learned

this relevant knowledge just a few months before 'their participation in this

research.

The-subjects were selected randomly from those voluhteers who had

received a grade of B-'or.better in the first semester of the course.. These

subjects were then randomly assigned tojhe three groups, eight in each grodp.

Procedure

A pretest consisting of three mechanics problemg was first adminis-

teredindividually to each Object. Subjects were asked to talk aloud

about what they were thinking while solving the problems, and their

verbalized statements were recorded with their permission. During this and

subsequent sessions, the subjects were provided with a printed summary of

relevant mechanics principlet towhich they could refer at any time.

Because our interest was not in the subjects' knowledge abodt algebra or

trigonometry, any apparent errors ,of these kinds,were pointed out or
. .

corrected by the experimenter as they occurred.

Subjects' in Groups M and M* then received brief training to familiar-

ize them with the directions they were going to be asked to follow. This

training consisted of a single praCtice run through the major steps of the

problem-solving Procedure.
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Each subject then returned for one or No subsequent sessions during

,
which three problems, approximately equivalent to the pretest problems, were

adMinistered individually. Groups M and M* were guided through the solution

of.these problemi, while Group C again worked without external, guidance.

The subjects were asked to talk out loud and were tape recorded. The

subjects' written work and verbalized comment's comprised the data for this

"'itudy.

Subjects working with external guidance were read the standard direc-

tions one step at ttme. Each direction had to bp implemented by the

subject before the next-one was read. If a step was 'not performed, the

dij'ections were repeated.

External Control' Directions

Standard external control directions were developed for use with

subjects in Groups M and M*. These directions provided very specific

guidance through problem solutions but were problem-independent--i.e., the

same directions-were.applicable to any mecha/nics problem that could be

solved by application of Newton's second law. A summary and comparison of

the kinds of knowledge included in the directions for the Model and Modified

1

Model groups is provided in Table I.

Insert Table 1 about here.

The external control directions specify procedures for accomplishing

two major activities involved in problem solving: constructing an initial

theoretical problem description, and synthesizing the problem solution by.

generating'conStraints
,{usually in the form of equations pr inequalities).
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The modified version is comprised essentially .Ofa subset of the steps

included in the full version. Whereas the full version includes descrip-

tions of both the motion and interaction of systems, the modified version

includes only a description of interaction. Furthermore, the full version

,includes a'specific algorithm for constructing interaction descriptions;

by contrast, the modified version only directs students to drai4 all forces

acting on every system, without specifying in more detail how to enumerate

them. Thus, the modified version corresponds roughly to the kind of

suggestions a typical physics text provides--to draw "free-body" force

diagrams of systems, without explicit rules for identifying or describing

forces.

The full version also includes methods for checking, that the motion

and interactibn of systems are correctly and conveniently described.- One

check involves the comparison of motion and interaction descriptions to

ensure their consistency. This is only possible when both motion and inter-

action have been examined explicitly, as in-the full version. A second

check involves examination of interaction descriptions to ensure that

constraints implied by Newton's third law have been considered--namely,

that mutual forces (i.e.;"actions"andireactiong, are described as equal

,in magnitude and opposite in direCtion.

Directions for synthesikiiig solutions are essentially identical in

both.versions. Of major interest here are the directions to choose expli-

citly a principle, a system, and a direction (or coordinate system) when

applying Newton's second law to generate equations.

,:The way in which the differences between the full and modified

yersions'were actually implemented is exemplified in Table 2 which contains

excerpts from the scripts used to direct subjects through enumeration of

6



forces acting on a chosen systeM.

Insert Table 2 about here.

6.

Assessment ProbleMs:

Thfte approximately matching pairs of mechanics problems were selected

from commonly used introduCtory physics' texts. (French, 1971; Resnick &

Halliday, 1977; Symon, 1971).. (The problems are listed in the Appendix.)

These problems were Teworded-slightly for increased-clarity. The pairs of

problems were split into two sets,.A and b. Half of the subjects received

one set as a pretest and the other set during treatment sessions; the,other

.half of the subjects .received these sets in opposite order.

All of the problems
.
used in the study could be solved by application

of-one fundamental motion principle, Newtonq second law (1; = m2). Two of

the three pairs of problems (1A, 1B, 3A, 3B) required non - trivial fofce

descriptions, i.e., 'several forces (including both contact and long-range

forces) were invotved. These problems were included to allow assessment of

procedures for enumerating forces.; The third pair of problems.(2A and .2B)

required non-trivial motion descriptions; they involved systems in circular

motion,- the analysis of which is frequently performed incorrectly by novices.

. These problems were included to allow assessment of procedures for describing

Data Analysis

In order to assess the quality of students' problem-.solving behavior,

it was necessary to identify and define performance measures. The criteria



used as measures of good performance, and major classes of errors, are

provided in Table 3.

. Insert Table 3 about here.
1

7.

RESULTS ,

The adequacy of every solution was asiessedrwith respect to the ger-

formance measures listed in Table-3. The data in Table 4 and Figure llhow

the Means numbei' of each student's solutions (on .the three. problems solved dur--

ing-pretest or treatment session ) that.were correct on each of these measures.

Insert Table 4 about here.

Insert Figure 1 about here.,

'Performance on the pretest is summarized across all 24 students

in Table 4 and Figure 1 to facilitate comparison with performance under

the three treatment conditions. Statistically significant differences
o

between groups in treatment sessions areindfcated in the rightmost columns.

There were no significant differences between groups on the pretests.

Sufficiency of the Model

-,The purpose of this research was to evaluate selected aspects of the

proposed model of good problem- solving..performance in mechanics.. The major

question of ifiterestjs whether.the kinds of procedures proposed by the
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model are sufficient for producing successful solutions. If the kinds of

-f 4

. knowledge included in the model are sufficient, students waiting in

accordance with the model would be expected to perform well.

The performance of subjects in Group. M, workihg under external control,

indicates that the proposed procedures did lead to good performance, As

. -

indicated in Table 4 and Figure 1, these students performed nearly perfectly

"c

all of their solutions contained every required-equation, and all Nivations

contained correct and complete information about nib on and interaction'.

The slightly lower incidence of correct final answers. -suited from incorrect,

Combination of equatiOns_on rroblem 2B; 'instead of.performin re oired

vector addition, some students treated vectors as scalars.)
,

Adequacy of Performance Unguided by,Model

The above finding indicates that performance in accordance with the

O

model is excellent. However, it is possible to questioq whether performance

might have been equally good without such' intervention. These subjects

received formal instruction in mechanios just one semester earlier, and

might have the requisite knowledge for solving these fairly standard problems.

The subjects' performance on the pretest as well as the performance of

Group C, as summarized in Table 4 and Figure 1, indicates that their prior

knowledge was definitelynot sufficient.for the'task. Oh the average, less

than one of three pretest problems was solved correctly. Furthermore, the

mean number of solutions containing a, sufficient set of equations, or

correct information about forces and motion, was always less than two.

Group C's.performance in the treatment sessions was virtually identical to

the summarized pretest performance of-all subjects.
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-These results indicate-that 'the kind of knowledge studentsacquire_as

1 .

.
.

.

.

a result of ordinary instruction in aii introductory physics course-is not

, sufficient for the task of solving typical wectiShics problem$. , It should be

noted that the subjects in this study did have some knowledge of physics

principles and definitions--they had enough knowledge to interpret and

imPTement the external control directions. Howevee, the additional proce-

dures and knowledge provided by these directions was necessary to produce

goqd problem-solving performance.

Necessity of Components of he Model.

It has been shown that students working in accordance with the complete

----version of the model< do perforin well. A qUestion,thatcan then be raised

his °;whether all of the components of the model are actually necessary. Dt

(-1

may be that some of the procedures and knowledge structures are superfluous,.

arlet that performance mightlbe equallxgood (and perhaps more efficient)

without those parts. This Clueition can be tested by comparipg the perfor-.

manse of Groups M and M*.

Group M*, it will be recalled, worked in accordance with a subset of

0

the knowledge Provide\ d to Gi.oirpfr(see Table 1). If the knowledge couipo-

nehts, deleted from the directions used to guide Group M*, were in fact
,

necessary, performance of this group,should.not be as adequate as that of

Group M. In particular, since the major' differences between the directions

lay in the completeness and explicitness of guidance through initial.

problem description, it woulbe expected that motion and it

analyses of Group M* should be inferior to those of Group ti. In turn, the

equations generated by subjects in Group M*, and final answers obtained,

.should be correct less often tham those of Group M.
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.

The data in Table 4 and Figure 1 reve& essentially tfiis pattern'Cf

results: All 'results are statistically4significant, except in the case of
.

.

motion description, where the performance.of Group M* was not:significantly

poorer than the perfect performance:of 'Group tit It thus appears that the
. .

kindsoafknowledge iAciudect fn the model are bothaficient and necessary
,

is , /
.

.

'.

for achievement of good,problem solving. .

.,.

r
1

Qualitative'Analysts * '.
N....%

A tloser examination.of the-subjects' performance provides insights
, .

10.

"into ;the ways 'in which. the PrOposed model facilitatesgood.Orformance. In t
.

4 .

this Section we discuss some specjfic examples of%typical difficulties
.

....,

suDjeCts encounter during problem solving. Forie6chsuch example,'we
4 .

,indicate the particulaY components of the model.that leid to good perfor-
.

Mance, i.e., prevent tYP iLal errors. .
(

Missing fortes. One of the most common errors made by the subjects

was "to omit mention of existing forces: .75%of the subject.4s omitted

vent forces in at least one of their pretestililibbleni solutions. 'Performance

on pr961em 3B exemplifies this.difficulty. This'problem jrivolves two

mutually.:slidingblocks (see Figure 2)y.there block 6is pulled to the left

with"Some force F
o

. The.blocks are.connected by a string, with negligible

mass, which. passes over a pulley with negligible mass rotating with

negligible friction. The.solut4on of this probleth requires identification

of all forces on both blocks.

ti

S

A

Insert Figure 2 about'here.
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,

Identification of all forces on block B presente&particular.difficultY

"for the subjects. In..half of the pretest solutions of this problem, the
.

11.

friction force (f BA) on B by block A was omitted;_the tension force (T) and

normal force (NBA) on B by A were each omitted in 25% of the pretest,. solutions:

These errors were.eliminated)entirely by the mo,e1:s algorithm for

enumerating forces. The algorithm involves identifyingsall systems that

touch the system being described,"and
i

additional knowledge is provided'to

remind subjects that tie force exerted by a surface ordinarily has'Iwo

'components- -the, normal force and friction force: Identifiration-of, systems

touching another syglem .is trivial for the subjects.. This procedure thus

eliminates autmaticafiy the very common error of missing contact forces on
St

a system. 1

It is interesting to note that subjects in Group M* also missed no
.3

forces on block B, although they were merely told to "indicate all the

forces exerted on block B by all other systems" and then to check that they,
.

hed identified all such forces. However, over all solutions, subjects'in
.1.

,Group M never riiii§ed-any-forces, while those in Group M* did still do so
. . 4

0
t .(see Table 4 and Figure 1). Thus, the algorithm is far more reliable than

.

t the less specific directions provided to Group M* although the latter

, produce better performance'than that exhibited by students working without

any guidance.

Wrong direction for force. A second very common error exhibited on -

the pretest was-that ol'ascri6ing:the wrong direction to a force. 'Half of

the.subjects made this error on at least one pretest solution. An example

-of this difficulty is'provided in. Figure 3.

Insert Figure 3 abut h

O
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In this pfoblem, blocks A and B are connected by a string of negli

mass which passes over a pulley of negligible mass and negligible frictio

It is specified that block c, which sits on top of block A, remains at rest

12.

ible

relatiWto A

In order

(4:e., does not slide off).
o

to solve problem 1A, the forcesaon block C must be identified

and _des.cr_ibed correctly. However,iorf 83% of the pretest solutions of this

:problem; the friction force on C by A was described' as acting on C to the

left when,-in fact ft is exerted.to!the right. (If the friCtion were
.

exerted to the left, C woad iurely.slide off A! It iSon-V.the friction

force .of A on C which moves -C to the right.)

-This error appears to be the result Of the (Verbalized) rule the sub-

jects use to determine the direction of a friction force:. "friction opposes

motion 40 C):' Thi§ rule is too generalit only leads to correct.
,

force description under certain conditions. A more specific. rule is re-.

0
qui red, ,,friction relative motion of the _.contact pointy" , -- i.e.., in this

-

case, friction opposes the motion of C relative to A. Subjects in Group M,

wh011sed this rule, never erred in ascribing the .correct direction to the

-friction forCe; by contrast, subjects' in'Groups'eand C continued-to make
, ;

such errors at the same rate as all .subjects on the pretest. solUtions.

a

explicit
The model provides not.onlyAfor correctly describing forces, but

includes also chetks to ensure that forces have been described koperly.

One such check requires that the descriptions Of the motion and interaction

of each system be Consistent. In order to perform this check, both the.

Jay", to eta
motiori,and interaction must have been as required by the model. For

. .

example; for the problem illustrated in Figure 3a, the description procedure

A

generates both a motion diagram and force diagram, as illustrated in .Figures'

3b and -c.

,

is

t.
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NewtoWs second law (L ='115) Implies that the motion and interaction of

a system are related. Hence it provides the following check of consistency

of motion and interaction, included in Group M's directions: "In your

diagrams, are the fores on the selected particle such that, with proper

magnitudes, their vector sum can have the same direction as the particle's

accelgratiOn? If noi:, there i5 something wrong: If the friction force on

C- were described to the left, as in Figure 3h, and the acceleration were

destribed to the right, as in Figure Tc, this check would reveal that an'

error was made, in generating one of the descriptions. Since it is easy for

subjects to determine the direction of block C's acceleration in this problem,

this consistency check provides a very reliable Means for blocking the common

error of incorrectly degcribing the direction of the friction force on C.

1 Furthermore, this comparison of motion and force diagrams appeared to
1

provide the Subjedts with an extremely powerful graphic demonstration of

the- meaning. of Newton's second- law. Many of the subjects in Group M spon-
,

taneously reacted to this comparison with comments indicating a new under-

standing of the implications off, = 5, e.g., "Oh!. That's neat! I hadn't

thought about it thafway before:" The potential of this kind of procedure

for enhancing students' understanding of physics principles may.be afruitful

area for investigation.

Another check on initial theoretical descriptions consisted of

detiimining whether mutual forces (i.e., "actions" and "reactions") were

correctly described in accordance,with Newton's third law. Subjects in

Group M were directed to-do the following: "Check to make sure that all
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action-reaction pairs of forces are described as equal in magnitude and

opposite in direction. For example,-if systems 'A and B interact, the force

on A by B in your-force diagram of A should be opposite-in direction but

should have the same-magnitude as the force on B by A in your diagram of B."

Thus, subjects would be led to compare their force diagram of C (Figure 3b)

with. their force diagram of A (see Figure 4).

Insert Figure 4 about here.

According to the constraint implied by Newton's third law, the friction

force-on- C-by -A-must-be-opposite-in-direction- to- the- friction force on lc

by C. The discovery that they both point in the same dfrectiOn would serve

as a strong indicator that an error has been made.

CONCLUSIONS

This research was conducted to validate selected aspects of a proposed

prescriptive model of good problem-solving performance in mechanics. In

particular, very explicit rules for constructing initial problem descrip-

tions were found to lead reliably to explicit and correct deseriptions of

motion and interaction.. Furthermore, these descriptions were found to

faCilitate achievement of correct solutions. These findings suggest that

successful problem solving in the domain of mechanics is facilitated by

initial problem descriptions containing the following elements:

* An explicit description of both motion:and interactibn of systems.

* Special knowledge about the properties of such forces.
-

* Checks on descriptions based on consistency with physical laws.

_15



It was found that, even after receiving traditional formal instruction

in mechanics, students are still quite.deficient in skills required for the

15.

solutiOn of fairly routine problems. Additional knowledge of the type

included in the proposed model is necessary for achieving good performance.

It has been demonstrated that it is possibleto explicate those specific

kinds of knowledge and procedures which, if utilized, can improve performance.

These aspects of prOilem-solving skill are typically not made explicit in

physics courses. However, as we have shown, they can dramatically. improve

students' performance.

While we'have focused here on knowledge for describing problems, our

theoretic-al ideas encompass other aspects of problem solving, including

planning'and synthesis of solutions by the generation of constraintequa-,

'tions. In future work we hope to explore and refine these additional areas,

as well as Ito geheralize beyond the domain of mechanits.

In this study we have used an experimental technique. which involves

obiervation Of subjects working under external control in accordance with.

different versions of.a proposed model. This method allows the researcher

to explore in some detail the effectiveness of prescribed knowledge and to

manipulate experithentally various parameters of the model. The technique

may be broadly useful for exploring the utility of proCedures and knowledge

structures in a wide variety of domains.

This work has been motivated by the assumption that the design of

effective instruction in scientific problem solving is only possible once

reliable problem-solving methods have been specified. Toward this end, we

have been developing and testing methods leading to effective problem solving.

Up to.now, our work has not been directly aimed at developing instruction

in problem solving, but has focused on an important prerequisite to research

16
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on' instruction. After Waving demonstrated the utility of certain aspects

of a prescriptive model- of good-problem salving; our- next task will then be.

to begin exploring ways-to teach this knowledge so that students both inter-

nalize it and use it spontaneously. Such work on effective modes of teaching

scientific problem solving is being planned and will" be reported In future

publications.
. ,

1

°

17
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- ,
Table 1

Major Components of External Control Directions i.

for Model (M) and Modified Model (M*)

.Components common
to both versions -.

Additional components
in model M only.

InteractIonDescription.

Direction to draw separate force,
diagrams indicating all forces
lerted on each system by all
other systems.

Specific algorithm for enumera-__
ting forces.

Special knowledge about pro-
perties of interactions (e.g.,
expVicit rules for determining
directions of forces).

Motion Description

EXplitit mention of motion in
context of constraint generation.

Direction to draw separate
motion diagrams,idicating
position, velocity, and
acceleration of each .system.

Special. knowledge about
motion' (e.g., explicitinfor-
mation about components of
acceleration of systems with
circular motion).

Checks-On Descriptions

Reminder to choose useful symbols.

Check that all given inforMation
has been used.

Check for consistency of
motion and interaction
descriptions.

Check that mutual forces are
described correctly (equal
in magnitude, opposite in
direction).

Synthesis of Solution .

Explication of kinds of decisions
to be made during application of
motion principles (choice of princi-
ple, system, direction).

Assessment of current problem state.



Table 2

Examples of External Control Directions
. for Constructing Interaction Descriptions

Model M:

E: Let's now draw diagrams ,describing the forces on each
system of interest. Which system...do you wish to consider
first/next? .

;

S: -(Names a -system ds"'..)

E: first,name each system that touches S, including those
;that exert applied-forces. AS you identify each. system,
'indicate all external -contact forces exerted on S by
that system.

S: (Names systems and indicates contact forces.)

NAMED SYSTEM INTERACTS BY SURFACE CONTACY:,

E: ReMember; the forte exerted by a surfaCe brdinarily,
Although:hot.always, has two components, the normal
force and fricflon.__Check to be sure whether both
components exist- in this-case.

Also*,,remember that the normal forCe is-perpendicular
-teij, arid dir'ected away from, the Surface eierting it.
The friction force opposes the relative motion of the
contact points; -it.cipposes the motion of S;Telative

- -t((interacting-system).

E: Now name all external systems that directly interact with
.S without touching it or-through any other physical
contact. Then indicate thelong-range forces exerted on
S by each-such system:

S: :(Names-systems and indicates long-range-forces.)

E. Are thereany'other systems touching S?

S: (Indicates no others or names additional-system(s) and
indicates contact force(s).)

E: Are there any other systems directly interacting with S
. -

. by long-range forces?

S: (Indicates no others or names additional system(s)
*and indicates long-range fdfce(s).)

E: If not, you are finished describing all forces on S.
DO NOT ADD ANY OTHERS.

20
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Table 2 (contsd)

Modified Model' M*:

E: Let's now draw diagrams describing the forces on each
system of interest. Which system:..do you wish to .

consider first/next?

S: .(Names a system "S".)

E: Draw a force diagram indicating all the forces. exerted
on S by all other systems.

S: (Draws a diagram.)

.t: Are, there any-other forces exerted on S by any other ,

systems?

S: (Indicates no others'or'drawsadditional forces.)

N

21
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Table 3

Performance MeasUres and Error Types
,

Performance Measure

1. Correctness of final answer:
14as correct anscieflibtaina?

g, .Adequacy of'constraint equations:
Were the number and ,kinds of
,equations generated sufficient
to-determine a solution, and
were all equations, correctly
instantiated?

3. Adequacy of iriteraclion infor-
notion. utilized: Were all

. required forces-included in
eqdations,...and,Were,direc-

tions and magnitudes of those
forces correctly indicated?

4. :Adequacy.of motion information
utilized: Was information
aboUt the magnitude and direc-
tion- of each system's accelera-

tion-correctly included in.
equations?

0

;;;-!--1

,

Major Error Types

Incorrect (or no),final
ans4er.

Missing required equation.

incorrect information contained
in equation.

4 -

Meaningless equation
(e.g., confused systems).

Missing force(s) in equation.

- Wrong direction of a force.

Wrong maghitude of a force. '
1

1 ',
1

Wrong direction of
acceleration.

--k

Wrong magnitude of
e e

acceleration. -eve

-

e -

.22



Table 4

Mean Number of Solutions with Correct
. Performance on Specified Measures

Treatment
b Statistical

differencesc

Performance
measures Pretesta M>M* M * >C. M>C

Correct motion
information 1.83 3.00 2:63 1.63

Correct force
information-. 1.33 3.00 2.00 1.38

. ,

Sufficient and
correct set of
equations .83 . 2.88 1.63 .75

Correct. final ..

answer .79 2.75 1.38 .63

* *

*

* *

Note: Maximum score =

an
=` 24

b
n = 8 per group

c
Kruskal-Wallis Test results: *p<.01; **p<.005
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Figur'e 1. Graph of mean number of solutions with correct perform-ance

on indicated measures (for all subjects on pretest, and

subjects in Groups M; M* and C in treatment sessions).
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a

S.

Problem Situation .Force Diagram
for Block B

Figure 2. Problem situationHin problem 3B and force diagram for-bTock,

B. (Forces never missed by subjects in this study appear
t

..as solid arrows; forceslrequently missed appear as dotted

4

arrows.)

25
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9
(a)

-

For.ce 'Diagram

0

'Problem Situation

(c)

-4

Motion Diaaram
for Block C

V '

fp

Figure 3. Problem situation in problem 1A, with force and motion .

,diagrams for block C. (The dotted arrow: indicates the

Wrong direction commonly ascribed. to the friction fcii-ce

on C.):

0

-



Figure 4. HorizOntal.forces on block A in problem 1A,

"--





Problem lA

Block lying on moving cart
! -

',The diagr'am shows a cart A (of mass 2m fiee to move without friction

along a horizontal table. This cart is attached by'a light string, which'passea

over a massless frictiOnless .pulley, to a block B (of masa m) suspended from

the other.ead of 'the string. A block C (of mass m) lies on top of cart A. The

ioefficient'of static friction between A and C

`What.is the maximum value of in for which blOck C will remain on the

cartWithOut sliding?

S S.

IMP

Q

O

t

Specified information.

cart ,A: mass 2mE,

coefficient of static
friction between. A and C

block B: mass ms

block C: MISS M

does not slide off
coefficient of static
friction between A and C 7/u

string: massless

pulley: massless
frictionless

table: horizontal
frictionless



Problem -2A

SWinging# pendulum

_A:pendulum bob, of mass m, swings in-a vertical plane at the end of f

massless string fastened to the ceiling. At thehighest'point ofits.sWing,

the penduiiim is in the position shown in the figure, with the string atan
ti

Angle 9 -froM the vertical.

i4hatis the magnitude of the tension force exerted on the bob by the

String tit this instant?

Specified information

Goal:

pendulum bob: mass m

at angle S from vertical at highest' point of swing
tension force T exerted on bob by string

itringi

T = ?.

-,,..,

massless

s,

30
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-;.
Man standing on sliding board'

Pi-oblem 3A

. A man, of mass m, stand's on a board,-of mass M, which he previously

A3laced on a mud-covered hilly surface making an angle 0 with the horizontal.

The man holds on to a rope (of negligible mass'and-pai-aliel to the surface

of the *hill) whose other end is fastened to a wall at the top of the hill.

(See the diagram.)

The man finds, to his dismay, that the board beneath him starts,sliding-

down the)lill. The ,coefficient of sliding friction between the man's shoes

and the board and,the coefficientof sliding friction between the

board and the surface of the hill is h.

What-is theMagnitude of the acceleration, As, with which the board

beneath the man-slides down the hill while the man, holding on to the rope,

remains'at rest relative to the ground?

Specified information

mass M
acceleration B

coefficient of sliding friction between board and min,

coefficient of sliding friction between board and hill, iu2

mass m
at rest relative to giound
coefficient of sliding friction between man and board,

negligible mass
parallel to hill
fastened to wall at top of hill

at angle 0 with horizontal
coefficient of sliding friction between hill and board,j512-

31



Problem 1B

Block on side of moving cart

The diagram shows a tart A, of mass mA, which moves with

negligible friction along a horizontal floor,when it is pushed to

the -right by an applied 61ce of magnitude Fo. _A small block B,

'of.mats mB, is in. contact with the right vertical side.of the cart., \

The coefficient, of static friction between the block andithe-side of

the cart has a value4m.

How large must be the magnitude T of the applied force so that
o

the block remains at rest relative to the cart, without slipping down?

Specified information

-Goal

applied' "force_ on A to right
coefficient of static friction between A and B =)0

block B: mass mB

'coefficient of static friction between 'A and B =
rdoe's not slip down

floor: horizontal
frictionless

32



Problem 2B

Oloject sliding along a circular track

An object of mass m slides along a frictionless circular track. When

the object passes the point P in the figure below, the magnitude of the force

exerted on the object by the track is 3mib5.

What is the magnitude of the object's acceleration at that instant?

Use the 'Values: sin 45° = cos 45° = 1/e)

Specified- information

6Oal

object: mass m
acceleration ak,
at point P; at 45 angle from vertical
force of 3mgg7 exerted on object by track

track: frictionless
circular

a ?
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Problem 3B

Force on'mutually sliding blocks

Two blocks, A and B, are connected. by a light flexible string passing

around a frictionless pulley of negligible mass. Block A has a mass mA and

block-B has a mass mi. The'coefficient of sliding friction between the two

blocks, and also between bloat B and the horizontal table.belaw it, has a

value p.

What is the magnitude Fo of the 'force necessary' to pull block B to the

left at constant speed?

Specified information

block A: mass mA

Goal

Coefficient of friction between A and B,".

block B: mass mB

'.speed constant

coefficient of friction between A and B,µ
coefficient of friction becen B and table ,ix
applied force No on B to left

.

sslessmastring:
flexible

pulley: massless
frictionless

table: horizontal

coefficient of friction between B and table, la

To


